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Living and Working within Huntly 

Having spent a few of my school years in Huntly, it has been a pleasure to return and work 

within a community that I have a heartfelt connection with.  An important aspect of this 

project was that I wished to experience a different perspective of Huntly through working 

with a cross section of all ages and abilities. With this ethos, I have developed long-

lasting relationships and ideas through the shared experience of working with clay.  

Engaging the community 

Through the workshops and events that have supported this project, I’ve been delighted 

with the scale of enthusiasm and commitment from the community and over 100 

participants have been involved.  

Feedback from the workshops has been very positive, with many participants describing 

how meditative and therapeutic the project has been. The project has attracted an 

alternative sector of the community with the work of Deveron Projects through providing 

the opportunity to develop a craft skill in a positive and welcoming environment. This act 

of strengthening the community through new and shared experiences was an objective of 

The Community Crockery. The workshops informal environment was integral to the 

success of the project, and through this, they became a space which encouraged 

conversation and reflection regarding Huntly as a home. As a direct result from the 

project, I’m delighted that Hanover Sheltered Housing are applying for funding to 

continue working with clay. 



Challenges 

In terms of the workshops - and particularly with adult classes - I noticed that participants 

could feel vulnerable or lacked confidence whilst learning a new skill. To help establish 

the worth and validity of the objects we created during these sessions, we would describe 

in detail how each object was a success. This helped create a relaxing, inclusive and 

positive environment to explore the medium and encourage ideas and conversation. 

There were challenges with glazing the full set of crockery in the allocated time, however 

this was overcome through the generosity of The Gordon Schools Art Department and 

The Scottish Sculpture Workshop, who kindly allowed us to glaze and transfer fire the 

crockery in large batches. 

The future of the crockery 

Following the positive reception of the crockery thus far, I am excited to follow its future 

adventures within the community. The aim is to make the crockery available for public and 

private events within the ab54 area and early discussions are exploring possible locations 

for the crockery to be stored and the potential for a record of the events in which it has 

been used. To date the crockery has been used in a selection of events around Huntly and 

the launch on the 9th of June will raise awareness of the crockery to the wider community.  

Final thoughts on the project 

Working on The Community Crockery has been a formative experience in my practice, 

and I have loved working with everyone who has taken part within the project. This is the 

first time I’ve worked directly with a community - and for me, the most important part of 

being an artist is that you are always challenged, that you pull yourself out of your comfort 

zone and that you are driven to keep learning new ways of making art after graduating. I 

look forward in making full use of the experiences gained within this project to continue 

to develop and expand my practice. I thank everyone I have met along this wonderful 

journey in building The Community Crockery together. 


